Research Data Analyst

Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU), a nationally recognized academic health center, provides an uncommon array of clinical services, education and research opportunities. The Oregon Clinical and Translational Research Institute (OCTRI) within OHSU is currently seeking an extraordinary individual to fill this position located in Portland, Oregon.

The Research Data Analyst works closely with the Biomedical Informatics Operations Manager, software developers, and intended system users to develop and translate the software application’s specifications into technical requirements and use cases. Responsibilities include (but not limited to): - work with the users to define and document data/business requirements to develop the foundation for database design, data extraction, and analysis - lead requirements gathering sessions and deliver end-user technical/business requirements - assist in creating data models, including robust data definitions, data flow diagrams, and process models - assist in determining designs and documents data mapping rules for movement of data - work closely with developers to deliver solutions for end-user data/reporting requirements - create user acceptance testing (UAT) plan and oversee end-users during UAT and document results - provide ongoing status to leadership regarding the effort - frequent communication with task owners to ensure deliverables are being provided in a timely and accurate manner - prioritize specifications and requirements.

Bachelors degree - preferred in computer science, math, or related discipline. Candidates must: - have hands-on experience in gathering and documenting data specifications and requirements for database/software design - understand whole systems and how elements within a system are related - have the ability to write clear requirements and bridge the gap between IT and the business end-user - be flexible and have the ability to adjust to changing priorities and unforeseen events with excellent time management skills. Computer skills required: proficient in Microsoft Excel, PowerPoint, and Word - proficient in Visio a plus - preference given to candidates that have familiarity with database designs, web programming and scripting languages, mashups and data management.

The salary range for this position is $50-$65K annually, DOE. In addition, OHSU offers an outstanding benefits package including: over 4 weeks of paid vacation time annually, 10% salary contribution to retirement savings plans, medical/dental/life insurance, short and long-term disability insurance, flexible spending accounts, health and wellness programs, and transportation discounts.

For more information and to apply online visit www.ohsujobs.com, reference IRC29572.

OHSU is an equal opportunity, affirmative action institution.